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All of the liner welds will be non-destructively tested.  

Based on the similarity between the welder qualifying procedure and 
the final qualified weld procedure; and the anticipated satisfactory 
completion of nondestructive tests, Con Edison considers that the 
integrity of the welds completed prior to procedure qualification 
will be proven consistent with the weld integrity resulting from use 
of the qualified procedure.  

In the second case discussed, a weld procedure specified two preheat 
temperatures depending on carbon content of the base material. It 
was not obvious from available records that both temperatures were 
qualified and the use of one of a possible two different preheats 
requires interpretations on the part of a welder which may result 
in use of incorrect preheat temperatures.  

In this case the subject weld procedure has never been employed and 
therefore~ there - ,- *+ 4 a -4- t d-1-
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ture considerations in weld procedures similar to the' 
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handbook on welding. This document will be made.  
Ll welding inspectors. In addition a continuing review •: 
relding procedures by an on-site WEDCO welding engineer 
proper weld procedure qualifications. Con Edison 
continue to monitor these activities.  

considerations raised concerning weld procedure, 
have resulted in additional handbook guidelines being 
to welding inspectors. These actions should minimize'...  
considerations.  

Very truly yours.  
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